Efficiently manage how users authenticate to devices and access resources and apps.

The increase of remote work means devices, users and data are everywhere. On-premises active directories and legacy VPNs can be a challenge when jobs are increasingly performed in cloud-based environments, unconnected to the corporate network. This is especially true for mobile devices, since legacy VPNs are often not mobile friendly. Effectively managing user identities and how users access company data is a challenge without the right solutions built for specific ecosystems.

Enter Jamf Connect.

Jamf Connect simplifies how organizations provision and authenticate users and devices, eases login processes, and provides secure access to corporate resources – anywhere users and devices are working.
See how Jamf solves provisioning, identity and access management challenges.

Jamf Connect allows for simple provisioning of users from a cloud identity and ensures only managed, safe devices can access resources:

**Account provisioning and authentication**
Jamf Connect ensures a single cloud identity is used across devices and applications, providing an improved user experience during setup and day-to-day logins.

**Modern access, anywhere**
Jamf Connect provides continuous encrypted and secure connections to company resources that move freely with users throughout their day, while protecting their privacy.

**Secure apps and data**
Jamf Connect employs granular policies and isolated connections that certify only authorized users on enrolled devices can access the work apps and data they need, when they're needed.

**Password synchronization**
Jamf Connect keeps account credentials in sync between devices and cloud identity providers – even when the password is changed – reducing password fatigue, IT help desk tickets and user downtime.

**Consistent access controls**
Jamf Connect lets you centralize all access controls around existing identity providers, enforcing consistent access policy across all of workflows: from local Mac accounts to remote access of work apps.

With key identity provider integrations, Jamf Connect is the best way to manage accounts and authentication.

- Okta
- Azure
- Google Cloud Identity
- IBM Security Verify
- OneLogin
- PingFederate

Implement a provisioning, identity and access management strategy that is Apple-first, and Apple-best. One that reduces complexity, improves the user experience and limits security gaps — all while enhancing an already powerful Apple framework and enabling work from anywhere.

To see how Jamf Connect can help you, request a trial or contact your preferred reseller.